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used to establish VT but were prohibited from attending 
until 1953.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Although many of you in this room know me well, I will begin with a positionality statement and introduce myself to you by saying: Hello! I am Dr. Kelly Elizabeth Wright. I am a Black Biracial cisgender woman from Appalachia and I identify as a member of the Queer community. I am an Experimental Sociolinguist, Lexicographer, and Scholar-Activist. I am currently a Postdoctoral Research Fellow. I am working class. I am a second generation student, in that I mean my father was an integrator--the first African American student to be admitted to the Catholic school in my hometown. I am one generation removed from educational segregation. 



➢ Development as a Researcher

➢ Brief overview of Scholar-Activism

➢ Language as an Object

➢ Large group discussion on 

balancing Radical Acceptance & 

Empirical Validity

Positionality & Outline
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Presentation Notes
I’ll be speaking for about 30 minutes today and I’ll begin by reflecting on key lessons from my time here at UK that have formed the flagstones of my theoretical development. I’ll then give you a brief overview of what I’ve been up to since I left here. These reflections will lead me to laying out for you what I consider to be one of the more challenging aspects of linguistic theory–most especially for those seeking to meet communities where they are: the objectification of language data. Following this, I’ll pose some questions for us to begin a discussion together, of about 10 minutes or so, before the question period, about this core concept.



First Days at UK

➢ Analysis approached with 

attentive and curious 

interest

➢ Disarming one’s fear of the 

so-called core

➢ Linguistic Typology
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My first day at UK began with a conversation with Greg Stump. Now, I know that many of you have not had the pleasure of meeting this incredible human so allow me to attempt to paint a picture of his goodness. He was seated in perhaps THE quintessential professor’s office, a controlled chaos of curiosity and interest, stacked to the ceiling with books and papers towering out of ancient printer boxes, a bearded man with kind eyes quickly cleared off a seat for me. On his desk, in the 8 ½ x 11 inches of active space, sat my writing sample–a paper about the Me pronoun–all marked up by hand, which he proceeded to ask me several questions about, my lil ol work, that had sparked his interest. This was approximately my third conversation with a living, breathing linguist, but one that set the bar rather high for those that would follow. Greg gave me, in those first hours (because of course our meeting ran over), a taste of what our field could and should be, of the ways our object of inquiry–Language–in all of its constituent parts and functions can be turned over with absolute bliss and fascination. I hadn’t enjoyed any formal Linguistic training by the time I arrived at UK, having graduated the December before with a BA in English Literature after completing my Associate’s Degree. I was nervous in my first semesters of coursework because the so-called core of the discipline can be very alienating. Dr. Stump had this way of taking dense and complex topics and making them approachable just by being really excited by them. Many have heard the phrase “I could listen to them read the dictionary” but with Dr. Stump this applied all the more because not only did he have this voice that would make you feel like everything was going to be okay but also you really *could* have listened to him read the dictionary and learned something new because of the way he would have interacted with the content. His Paradigm Morphology class taught me about linguistic typology, about the ways in which the world’s languages use similar and different strategies to capture and communicate the same concepts–like ownership and remoteness. 



A Sense of Community

➢ Peer-to-Peer 

Relationships

➢ Living people living their 
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➢ Purpose in Process; Ochs 

Transcription as Theory
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In Dr. Cramer, Dr. J’s, Research Methods course I began to know my colleagues in a small group setting, and learn about their passions and what had driven them to study language. Each of their stories stays with me–the whys of why immigrants and country people and queers find their way into this discipline alongside performers and programmers, why we are the ones who cannot put Language down at the end of the day. In Dr. Cramer’s course I was given the means to begin imagining interacting with living people about their living languages. This a real trip for a Literature student, whose love of words and usage had been shielded from interaction with the producers and users of those words by centuries of time depth, and whose analyses had always been free from certain criticism or consequence because of that distance. In Dr. J’s course, I encountered Elinor Ochs’ Transcription as Theory and that changed me. It is a moment I can clearly place on my development timeline as a scholar, where I began to grasp what it is we actually do. Producing a transcript is a foolhardy enterprise. Because we cannot *ever* hope to fully capture a representation of another human being’s linguistic production. But Ochs’, in admitting this, outlines several principles for how we might approach this foolhardy enterprise as a theoretical one, how we can be purposeful and mindful about what we are attempting to represent when we produce a product that is said to stand in for an individual’s–and sometimes entire community’s or identity group’s–materialization of thought. These few paragraphs influence me so profoundly still. And everytime I open that well-worn text to cite those paragraphs, I am transported back into that sunny, open space with my professor and my peers.



Perception is 9/10 of My Life

➢ Signal Processing & 

Articulation feed larger 

phenomena

➢ Our field is new.

➢ Don’t hold back your 

ideas!
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Dr. McGowan’s Sociophonetics class cracked open my skull a bit and I’ve never fully put my brain back in. hahaha Don’t know that I want to, as an open mind is certainly better than a closed one. Dr. McGowan’s course set me on a path of studying perception, which is what I do now. Some folks here were likely under the impression that I work on race or discrimination or perhaps policy, but in fact I am most interested in how these larger phenomena are manintained over time and through time at the interactional moment of perception. Why aspects of identity–like race and gender and ability–that are read off the body in the interactional moment of perception have such profound downstream consequences for such things like access and equity. It is a gigantic question, one that scopes far beyond my lifetime’s capability of answering. So, thanks a lot, Kevin. The most important thing I took away from Dr. McGowan’s course is that there is very little in our field that is settled. Our field is new. It is just under a century old. Our theory hasn’t been developing for all that long; heck the fMRI wasn’t in regular use until 1993. Our theories, most especially about signal processing and articulation, remain under development. And learning that became a clear indication to me that whatever conclusions I was drawing–and whatever conclusions you may be drawing now as graduate students or even lay observers of linguistic data–are not only valid but also could be revolutionary. Our most august professors at our most august institutions are still chipping away at these phenomena; all the ground is fertile. Dr. McGowan taught me, and I reiterate to you: Don’t hold back your ideas!



Finding a Calling & a Mentor

➢ A body of text can stand in for 

a body of people

➢ Resources can be created

➢ Being thorough means being 

accessible and representative

➢ LINCD
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Dr. Lauersdorf’s Corpus Linguistics course is where I feel that I truly became a researcher. I had queried corpra previously, but in this course I came to understand their purpose and shortcomings. I learned how a body of text can come to stand in for a body of peoples. I also learned that one does not need to rely on extant resources to do one’s work, but can instead create a resource for oneself with the right tools and enough time. That the creation of a resource *is* work; that bringing together similar linguistic data into one place has value of its own. In teaching me how to go get data–which is liberatory in the extreme–Mark also taught me how to best present my own. I learned the value of documentation, of the ways in which being thorough also meant being accessible and representative as well. More than this, Mark provided (and continues to provide) numerous opportunities for me to develop my work outside of the classroom. In our Linguistic Incubator for Collaborative Digital Research as well as for audiences of other interested scholars on and off campus, Mark has helped me learn how to communicate the idea that historic and contemporary linguistic data can be used to address active, social problems–that patterns which emerge in a corpus reflect patterns emerging in society.So this is what I wanted to highlight for you about my time here at UK

https://lincd.rch.uky.edu/


➢ SWOLE → Machine Learning

➢ Expanding and Modernizing Purnell 
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And while I most decidedly won’t be able to detail for you everything that I have been up to since I left the MALTT program, allow me to give you now the briefest of summaries:Many in this room likely know that my MA was about Serena Williams, and it included a corpus called SWOLE, or the Serena Williams Opprobrious Language Experiment corpus. I expanded the corpus to demonstrate that the racialization phenomenon presented in my MA would hold across race, gender, sport, and time. And indeed it does: Black athletes are described in more animalistic/instinctual terms while White athletes are described in more skill-based/intellectual terms.The housing study, which began in Dr. McGowan’s classroom in 2015 and will be published in Language very soon, was designed in collaboration with lawyers and policy experts seeking to advocate for a citizen’s right to claim discrmination on the basis of voice. There are several key takeaways from this study, but the one that is perhaps most relevant for our purposes today is that a single body, a single being, can produce different styles of speech that incur vastly different material outcomes for that person.My work as a lexicographer began with a need for a deeper understanding of the processes surrounding Standardization, and a realization that for certain constructions, long-lasting prescriptivism can be traced back to a single actor–such as singular they being supplanted by singular he in Lindley Murrey’s best selling grammar book. Coupling that fact with the pointed and purposeful absence of people of color in all formal processes of meaning making for several centuries, I found that I was called to do lexicographic work. As THE FIRST PERSON OF COLOR AND GRADUATE STUDENT to become co-editor of American Speech’s Among the The New Words in it’s 81 year history, I get to document what words are doing right now, words from Black, Queer, and very online communities, but what I love most is the privilege I have to invite guest authors to write about words from their communities and experiences as well. In the last two years, I’ve been able to include another 8 researchers whose identities have been previously marginalized or absent from lexicographic traditions. This work also parallels that which I contribute to the OED Researchers Advisory Guild as a consultant for their ongoing efforts to crowdsource data for their open access Varieties of English resources. Here, individuals can upload commentary about the words they use, how they pronounce them, and their various meanings in context.This type of commentary is, in fact, metalinguistic commentary… Bringing it back to the person, the arbiter, the artisan of language, who produces linguistic objects through their body to be consumed in various markets. But I am perhaps getting a bit ahead of myself…

https://read.dukeupress.edu/american-speech/article/97/2/197/315013/Among-the-New-Words
https://public.oed.com/blog/varieties-of-english-world-english-and-the-oed/


Language as an Object

➢ Michael Montgomery

➢ Silverstein (1985) Language 

and the Culture of Gender

➢ Two dimensional 

representations of Language
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So, I’ve laid out for you things that have gone really well for me, but I’d like to spend the rest of the time we have together discussing something that really challenges meMy first mentor as a Linguist was the late, great Dr. Michael Montgomery, whom I miss deeply, author of the Dictionary of Appalachian English which he is signing in this photo, among many other works. As his intern before coming to UK, he would ask me what Linguists do, and I would respond “study language scientifically” and he would say “nooo, young lady, they study language as an object”. I desperately wish I could go back to that conversation now as I play it over and over in my head all the time these days, but I feel that I am just, just, beginning to understand what MM was getting at. It is the special challenge of Linguistic inquiry to hold language still enough to look at it. This challenge has been omnipresent in our discipline, because indeed as Silverstein holds, language “is irreducibly dialectic in nature”: and it is the continual mediation of produced linguistic material through the sociohistorical past and present that contributes directly to this irreducibility.Early Linguistic theorists address this challenge by removing Language from anything outside of the language user, by severing produced linguistic material from its path through time, from its material history, and attempting to understand its structure alone. This is akin to analyzing and describing a two dimensional representation of Language. Like when you go to the doctor’s office and there is a poster slapped up on the wall of The Skin or CLICK The Heart with all the layers pulled back and internal workings exposed and labeled. Those systems aren’t actually color-coded, they don’t manifest in nature in uniform size and shape–we accept them as a useful abstraction. In a similar way we do not have syntax trees in our brains (at least we don’t think we do, although maybe some neurolinguists would disagree)–syntax trees are a useful abstraction.



Language as an Object

➢ Versus three dimensional

➢ Language as the materialization 

of thought

➢ All forms of language obey 

physical laws and have extant & 

ongoing material histories 

independent of the user
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The best definition I have for Language is the materialization of thought, and reckoning with that calls me towards a necessity for a more three dimensional representation of Language data.Whether we are speaking, writing, or signing, language is an embodied product. It issues from the bodies of individuals, which places certain physical (and by this I am referencing capital-P physical) restrictions on its manifestation. Right? There are some sounds we just can’t make–very difficult to produce ingressive and egressive airflow simultaneously. Bodies also have inextricable social histories. Our color, our gender, our size, our age, our ability all shape the ways in which we can and do produce language no matter where or when we are. Confronting language as an object calls us to understand all of these material consequences of language production.We do, in the moment, have agency to choose a form from our repertoire. Variation is real and so is the discursive actualization of self. Yes, neologisms and creativity are a thing, but those forms don’t manifest without history. They are material, and come into being issuing from bodies that already have meaning and history, in contexts that have meaning and history, in places that have meaning and history, in the unfolding and unstoppable arcing gyre of spacetime.Considering this–considering language as an object–the two dimensional, poster on the wall, hyper-structural view of language is at best atomistic, and at worst unethically incomplete. We must, as Dr. Lauersdorf has inexorably begged us, use all the data. And, if the two dimensional view is atomistic, then yes, I am asking you to consider the universe. NBD. But before we start to lose our collective shit over the task I’ve just laid before you, let us recognize that plenty of natural sciences already do this–account for all the material in the system under study. And guess what, their models far outstrip our own. Quantum physics, astrophysics, cosmology, but also modern biology, geology, even disciplines like public health and economics take a universal analytic view and consider, to the best of their ability, the full material properties of their system under study to best predict its behavior.Taking this full accounting approach is a challenge because we, like physicists, can never actually view the system we are studying in its entirety. Language is too large for us to see. Y’all really gotta read you some Newton sometime, look at how he reckons with planetary oscillation by comparing it to linguistic systems; it’s a real treat. We can never set ourselves outside the system such that we could stand back and look at it, hold it still, and describe it; that’s probably why the founders of our field never tried. But we can look at facets in THEIR entirety. We do this when we interview an individual or embed ourselves in a community or query a body of text. When we ask our participants only to read a word list like nice, white, rice, price, lime, nine or have folks sit for 90 minutes to speak with us but our analytic goal is to merely count the number of times they said dat instead of that, we are ignoring the object placed in front of us; we describe its appearance, but not its purpose. When we don’t use all the data, we rob ourselves of an opportunity to consider the fullness of the user’s material experiences which contribute to their linguistic production each day, which contribute to the evolution of Language writ large over time for our species. When we do not use all the data, we do not create and refine pathways towards fully analyzing or theorzing linguistic structure and function. The trees aren’t enough, we have to look at the forest.We cannot Universe to the atomToo big of an objectAs an embodied product, cave paintings to emojis to signed languages to symphonies to facial expressions, all of these creations are objects. Produced by individuals or groups with certain characteristics at certain places in certain points in time. Because of this these objects have meaning independent of their creators, meaning that is relative to their areal locations, to their geography and to their time. Language obeys physics.Language has a history. 



Language in medias res
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➢ Resetting the two 

dimensional scale
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user expertise
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interdisciplinary
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I have made one, good faith attempt at this, at taking in a fuller picture of all the material factors at play when one is speaking, writing, or signing in my recently completed dissertation. Essentially, I challenge us to reset the two dimensional scale at the universal level, to slap a new poster up on the wall which depicts language use in a more realistic setting. This work, which we will not be speaking about in detail, developed a new method of sociolinguistic interview for the purpose of eliciting these richer conversations with individuals about their fullest experiences with language. This approach departs from a place of radical acceptance of a language user’s expertise by prioritizing their knowledge of their own bodies, minds, contexts, and environments. The goal is never to elicit recordings that can then be used for experimentation. The goal is never to capture stretches of linguistic production that can be used for phonetic or sociolinguistic analysis. The goal is to communicate with human beings about how they conceptualize their language use. This data was then carefully analyzed to reveal patterns in these observations across individuals who do not share bodies and environments and to establish which linguistic variables might be doing heavy perceptual lifting in specific shared contexts  in the population writ large. Then I draw the biggest, darkest, cleanest line possible between interview and experiment. The goal, then, is to conduct focused, incremental, direct experimentation (with large, representative populations in the most accessible yet controlled conditions possible) on the perception of certain individuals producing specific linguistic material. That material being these identified potentially heavy-lifting variables. This allows me to walk forward my goals of understanding the ways in which dangerous language ideologies are maintained by observing their influence on user self-actualization and analyzing their uptake in controlled settings. The approach is necessarily interdisciplinary and it must be so to allow for the analysis of linguistic objects as they exist in reality.

https://www.proquest.com/docview/2723189956?accountid=14667


➢ How does the material 

history/meaning of forms, bodies, 

contexts, & places influence linguistic 

inquiry?

➢ Is objectification merely a useful 

abstraction?

➢ Should Ling give up on seeking 

universals?

Large Group Discussion
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And here is where our large group discussion begins: I’ve given you a lot, and I really do want our last few minutes here before the question period begins in earnest to take the form of a large group discussion if possible. And I am most interested in hearing from students and guests first. I’ve listed some points here but that was just so I didn’t have to turn the screen off, so please feel free to point this in the directions that are most interesting to you, and we can flow into questions as the session progresses. Again this subject is something that has challenged me since day one and I certainly don’t claim to have the right answers; I’ve very grateful to have a familiar space in which to tool around with this big idea amongst friends: 



Thank you, MALTTERS!
Thank you, organizing committee.

Special thanks to Katia Davis!!!

Dr. Wright can be reached at:
Kellywright@vt.edu
@raciolinguistic
Her Website

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Please do feel free to follow up anytime! I am most happy to be a resource for my MALTTER family in any way that I can :) 

mailto:Kellywright@vt.edu
https://kellywright5.wixsite.com/raciolinguistics
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